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Your Legacy Will Remain Strong
Saeed Ahmed Chaudhury (28-08-1942 – 09-03-2022)

Saeed A. Chaudhury (Late) (Managing Partner – Crowe Pakistan) left for his heavenly abode on March
09, 2022, after serving the Profession for more than fifty years. He was the Fellow Member of the ICAP
and also held the membership of the Lahore Tax Bar Association.
Here is how some of his colleagues paid tribute to him;

“Saeed sahib’s passion and love for the firm was unparalleled. He taught me that hard work and honesty
are the cornerstone for a successful career and building a strong institution. I cherish these values every
day and look forward building on his legacy.” (Dr. Abrar Chaudhury – Senior Partner)

“Saeed sahib” as I used to formally call him at work was not just my father but a mentor to me. Being
upright and honoring one’s commitments was on his highest agenda, above all other traits. He didn’t just
inculcate these values in my brother and me but the entire Crowe family.
Here’s to honoring those values! ” (Tania Chaudhry – CEO HCC ME)

“A

man of values, thorough professional and a true mentor who always urged on loyalty towards
profession and providing platform to young professionals to grow. He led the Firm after the legacy
leadership of M. Hussain Chaudhury (Late) with pure thoughts and clear vison of providing equal
opportunity of growth. I am also one of those many who uplifted their professional career and grown
under his wings and inspirational leadership. By the will of Almighty Allah, we transitioned him to eternal
abode with heavy hearts on March 9, 2022; his guidance and loving memories from my association with
him spanning over 25 years will always remain afresh in my heart; Praying for his eternal peace and
highest ranks in Jannah, Ameen.”
(Muhammad Nasir Muneer – Senior Partner)
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“Saeed A Chaudhury was my mentor in my career with ICAP. I was privileged to be registered with him.
Working with him over the last 21 years was a wonderful experience. I find it very hard to find suitable
words to pay him my tribute. He was a remarkable man – a thorough professional. What I admired the
most while working with him was his ethical approach to the profession and the way he uplifted the
traditions environing our lives and work. With his vision, guidance and fervor, I witnessed the Firm raising
the quality bar and achieving high standards. I was fortunate enough to have my intellect, interest and life
in general shaped up by him.
His demise is a shocking realty and we will have to live with that. Although gaps are created and these are
filled, gap created by his demise would remain unfilled. I trust the best way to pay my tribute to Saeed Sb.
is through upholding the values he inculcated in me and nurture future leaders with same ethos and
integrity with which he polished me professionally.” (Amin Ali – Partner Audit & Assurance)

“It’s very hard to jot down this statement, by far our minds have not accepted his untimely passing. Saeed
Sb’s well rounded personality has always inspired us all. His constant pursuit for innovation always
distinct him from his peers in particular and the fraternity in general. He got a distinct edge of the
professional niche through his privileged instinct of out-of-the-box thinking to achieve phenomenal
professional perfection. It is a great honor for me to work for beyond two decades under his terrific
tutelage. His path of lasting longevity echoes the ethics of integrity to evolve innovating ways of serving.”
(Muhammad Amin – Director Taxation Services)

“I had a magnificent time being with Saeed Ahmed Chaudhury (Late). I had seventeen years of
association with him as an employee. He was a great leader, problem solver, excellent negotiator, risktaker and change promoter. He was an activist for “Women Empowerment”. He always inspired and
supported my ideas in work. It was an outcome of his consistent support and appreciation that today
Crowe is pleased to have more than 30 female associates working in different departments.”
(Huma Rauf – Senior Manager Corporate Advisory)
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In Memoriam
Saeed Ahmed Chaudhury (Late)

Kick-off Celebrations for Firm’s 75th Anniversary, January 2022

Alumni Dinner, February 2022

Annual Dinner, March 1988

Internal Meeting on Technology, December 2016

With Tax Team, February 2022

Independence Day Celebrations, August 2021

ICAP’s 60th Anniversary Celebration, July 2021

Alumni Dinner, 2013
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Crowe Alumni Dinner
An Event to Reconnect with Crowe Family
2022 has marked 75 years of Crowe Hussain Chaudhury & Co.’s existence. We
have only been able to achieve this milestone through the untiring efforts of our
founding members, colleagues, and our alumni. Crowe Hussain Chaudhury & Co.
organized an event to reunite the Crowe family and to pay tribute to the founder
Muhammad Hussain Chaudhury (Late) for providing us with the platform to grow
together.
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Iftar Party
(Ramadan 2022)
In celebrating the holy month of Ramadan, Crowe Hussain Chaudhury
& Co. organized an Iftar Party for its associates.

A Brief on
Finance (Supplementary) Act, 2022
Our tax experts have compiled an
update on amendments made in tax laws
through Finance (Supplementary) Act,
2022 promulgated on January 15, 2022.
Click on the image to download:
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International Women’s Day
Breaking the Bias
Women's Day is celebrated globally on 8 March every year in honor of their
remarkable contribution to our society. The day also commemorates the inspiring
role of women around the world to secure women's rights and build more equitable
societies.
Appreciating the overall idea and understanding the significance of this day, Crowe
Pakistan organized a celebration for all the females associated with the firm.
Our message for all the women around the globe:

“Let's appreciate the contributions of women and work towards building a society
free of all gender biases, stereotypes, and discrimination.
To all the incredible women in the world, shine on, not just today but every single
day.”
𝐇𝐚𝐩𝐩𝐲 𝐖𝐨𝐦𝐞𝐧'𝐬 𝐃𝐚𝐲
#breakthebias #IWD2022
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